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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The use of lightweight risk assessment tools in the Pre-analysis/Planning phase of a  
Privileged Access Management (PAM) project is on the raise. This whitepaper introduces 
you to a new snapshot tool, the Account Risk Calculator (ARC), which provides a light-
weight, risk-based assessment of privileged accounts. By reading this whitepaper, you will 
get an understanding of the ARC framework including its strengths, its weaknesses and 
how it is used.
 
TARGET PHASE AND AUDIENCES
In Figure 1 we have outlined the generic PAM project lifecycle highlighting the Pre- 
analysis/Planning phase as the most relevant for this article and a list of intended  
audiences with the most relevant audiences highlighted in green.
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Figure 1: The generic PAM project lifecycle outline (left) and the PAM intended audiences (right).
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2.0 INTRODUCING THE ACCOUNT RISK CALCULATOR (ARC)

The Account Risk Calculator (ARC) tool is a simple spreadsheet-based risk assessment 
tool used for lightweight risk assessments of privileged account types/roles. Each role is 
manually scored against 5 scoring factors and the resulting risk scores can be used to 
prioritize the order for account onboarding into PAM using a risk-based approach. 

The ARC helps communicating risks and prioritizing order of onboarding, both of which 
are key factors in driving a successful large-scale PAM program. A sample output of the 
ARC tool is shown in Figure 2. In the given example, the figure shows that the user role 
“Domain Admins” has by far the highest risk score and should be the priority during on-
boarding. Usually this is not a surprise to most organizations, however the remaining roles 
and their priorities may be difficult to distinguish without ARC. To sum up, ARC provides an 
easy overview of the account types and their associated risk.

Figure 2: Executive summary of risk score results. (Sample data, do not use for real deployments)
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3.0 ASSESSING RISK
THE POWER OF RISK 
By using Risk as a joint focal point, we create a common language that connects mana-
gement and non-technical staff with the technical staff. Risk, in its most crude form, can 
be understood by anyone: low, medium, and high risks are easy concepts. 

Risk management is a powerful tool that can be used to support PAM projects in several 
ways. From time to time, technical implementations do not document and plan using risk 
analysis, because the complexity of full-fledged risk management frameworks does not 
bring enough value to a PAM project, compared to the cost: A full risk assessment and 
management program on top of a PAM project can potentially double or triple the effort 
required. 

RISK ASSESSING AT THE RIGHT LEVEL
The primary objective of ARC is to act as a lightweight Risk-based tool for PAM projects. 
ARC aims to mitigate the drawback of using costly full-scale risk assessments for PAM pro-
jects by providing a lightweight alternative, or as a supplementary approach. ARC can 
be used to prioritize the order of onboarding privileged accounts and to help determine 
a scope based on risk tolerance. For example, by applying the risk tolerance statement: 
“Only high and medium risk account types are in scope.” Using ARC means that the pro-
ject becomes more resilient to scope-creep and that handling of new use cases which 
are discovered during the project can be analyzed and prioritized in a structured man-
ner. The trade-offs are outlined in Table 1.

Risk assessment trade-off Full risk 
assessment ARC

Accuracy High Medium

Time to perform Long Short

Post-project value High Medium

Table 1: Risk assessment trade-off comparison, highlighting the difference between ARC and standard 
full-scale risk assessments.

USING ARC IN RELATION TO ISO 
ARC is not a silver bullet but a supplementary tool to support PAM implementations. It is 
not built for the level of detail required for full risk management and ARC is not intended 
to replace an organization’s existing risk management framework, but to support it. As 
with all risk analysis tools, keep in mind that the quality of the output is proportional to the 
quality of the input. Adhere to the project goals and use the tool within its limits to sup-
port PAM operations, i.e., documenting a risk-driven scope and generating a risk-based 
priority. 
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We recommend using ARC to support the following activities, as described in the ISO 
31000:2018 standard1:

• Risk analysis (6.4.3)
• Risk evaluation (6.4.4)
• Recording and reporting risk analysis and evaluation outcomes (6.7)

ARC PRECONDITIONS
Just like other risk tools that are integrated with an organization’s risk framework, ARC 
should be implemented with the context in mind. We seldom use ARC in its default form 
but modify it from project to project to suit the needs of the organization. Such modi-
fications could be the addition of additional scoring factors, residual risk calculations, 
complexity related to implementing mitigating PAM controls and so forth. To do so, you 
should make your organization’s goals completely clear. To get off to a good start, ask 
the following:

1. What is the purpose of the PAM project? 
2. Who does the project report to? 
3. What needs to be reported?

Based on the answers, it is possible to modify ARC accordingly, by removing/adding sco-
ring factors, updating scoring factor definitions etc.

1 https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:31000:ed-2:v1:en

https://www.iso.org/obp/ui/#iso:std:iso:31000:ed-2:v1:en
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4.0 METHODOLOGY
ARC CALCULATION BREAKDOWN
ARC takes a list of account-types (roles) as input. Each role is then scored to determine 
the risk. ARC uses the classical definition of risk:

Risk= Impact×Likelihood

In addition, to help determine impact, ARC splits impact into several sub-components, 
i.e. scoring factors. Each scoring factor is scored between 1 and 5 and ARC then calcu-
lates the risk score. To correlate for existing controls at the point of the analysis, a lack of 
controls scoring factor is also introduced, this factor is multiplicative and is converted to 
a weighted fraction during multiplication. The resulting risk score is a value between 0.6 
(treated as a 1) and 75, where 75 represents the highest risk. Each Scoring factor is de-
scribed in detail below.

Risk=(Scope of influence+Level of Privilege+Difficulty of Recovery)
×Likelihood×(0.2 ×Lack of Controls)

IMPACT
Scope of influence (Quantitative impact) – How many components/systems are  
affected in case of a breach? Also known as the blast radius. A score of 1 indicates a 
narrow scope, while a 5 would entail platform wide compromise or even cross-platform 
compromise.

Level of Privilege (Qualitative impact) – How badly can one individual component be 
affected in case of a breach? A score of 1 would indicate a low degree of compromise 
of the affected devices while a score of 5 indicates a full compromise.

Difficulty of recovery – How lasting is the impact of a breach and how fast/readily can 
systems be restored/recovered to acceptable operational capacity? A score of 1  
indicates that the affected systems can quickly be recovered while a 5 would indicate 
extended downtime of systems and possibly irrecoverable loss of data.
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LIKELIHOOD
Likelihood is a single scoring factor but with a high impact on risk as it is multipli-
cated with the sum of the other scores. Likelihood is the most difficult to score 
accurately but should be based on threat modelling. To evaluate the score, 
ask how likely is it that an attacker would target this specific system/account 
type? How frequently is it targeted and how likely is it that one of the incidents 
evolves to a breach?

LACK OF CONTROLS
Lack of Controls refer to the fact that most (all) organizations already have 
some controls in place, prior to implementing a PAM solution. Controls can 
influence both impact and likelihood, therefore, the lack of control score in-
creases with a greater lack of controls. To calculate the influence of a lack of 
controls, the score is converted from a score in the range 1 to 5 to a range of 
0.2 to 1 by multiplying the score with 0.2 (equivalent of 1/5). This means that an 
assessment with no controls (score of 5) is converted to 1 (5 x 0.2 = 1). Meaning 
that a complete lack of controls contributes nothing to risk mitigation (multi-
plying the risk with 1 has no change on the risk). Similarly, a strong presence 
of controls causes lack of controls to be equal to 0.2 because the score of 1 
becomes 0.2 (1 x 0.2 = 0.2). This means that the risk is reduced by a factor of 
0.2, to one fifth of the unmodified score.

RESIDUAL RISK VS INHERENT RISK
Risk frameworks oftentimes calculate the inherent and the residual risk, the  
residual risk being the final risk, after applying controls. ARC is built as a 
snapshot of the current risk, and therefore does not include residual risk, other 
than the implicit residual risk form applying the Lack of Controls factor. ARC 
could be extended to cover residual risk, but that requires full understanding of 
which PAM security controls would be applied to each account type. ARC is  
intended as a tool to be used early in the process, usually before the on- 
boarding scope and associated controls can be identified, it is therefore not 
recommended to introduce mitigating PAM controls at this point.
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5.0 EXAMPLE OF USING ARC

The assessment is performed for the below list of account types (roles). Through interviews 
with the role owners and cross-referencing those with interviews from the organization’s 
Risk and Security departments, the scores are added and the framework then computes 
the Risk associated with each account type.

The example here is a calculation with explanations using a Domain Admin role: 

Scoring factor Score Description

Scope of influence 5 The blast radius is the entire domain, i.e. as bad as it 
gets in an organization.

Level of privileges
5

The domain admins have unhindered access to any 
domain joined device and can bypass most if not all 
security based on GPOs etc.

Difficulty of recovery
4

In this example, the client has backups of their domain 
controllers, but even so,  
recovering the entire domain could be very cumber-
some and loss of data is very likely.

Lack of controls

4

In this scenario, the Domain Controllers are behind a 
jump host, but there is a lack of a tiering model, no 
MFA, and no 
governance other than password policy 
is relatively weak.

Likelihood

5

Domain Admin credentials are considered the keys 
to the kingdom and are one of the primary focuses 
in a privilege escalation attack due to the scope of 
influence and level of privileges that these accounts 
grant. These accounts are highly coveted and would 
be the target of any privilege escalation attack.

In this scenario, the risk associated with a Domain Admin account is calculated as:

Risk=(5+5+4)×5×(0.2 ×4)=56

Note: The below example uses sample data, under no circumstance rely on this 
data.
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The same process is applied for all the identified account types and the results are dis-
played in Table 2.

Risk Assessment

Account type 
title

Scope of 
influence

Level of 
Privilege

Difficulty 
of 

recovery

Lack of 
Controls

Likelihood Risk

Window Domain 
Admin 5 5 4 4 5 56

Window Admin 
access to 
servers

5 5 3 3 3 24

Windows Break 
glass
(local admin)

1 4 2 5 4 28

Linux Local 
Admins 5 4 3 3 4 29

Linux Break 
glass 
(root access)

1 5 5 3 3 20

Virtualisation 
platform access 5 5 3 4 2 21

Mainfram RACF 
Security admin 5 5 4 3 3 26

Chef: API access 5 5 3 3 3 24

Table 2: Example of a risk assessment.

The risk scores are represented in an executive summary, graphically depicted  
in Figure 2. In addition, by calculating the normal distribution and adding a 
+/- 0.5 window from the center of the distribution max, two thresholds are  
defined. This is depicted in Figure 3. The normal distribution is used to en-
sure that the labelling of low, medium, and high risk for each account type is  
distributed between the three categories. With a 0.5 threshold, 50% of the  
accounts will be designated as medium, 25% as low and 25% as high. Hence, 
even if all account types are clustered, they are still distributed across the three 
risk brackets, allowing for a better overview and better planning. Static thres-
holds can be used instead if the project owners prefer a static goal. There are  
advantages and disadvantages to both approaches for risk labelling.
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ENHANCING ARC WITH COMPLEXITY ESTIMATES
Complexity considerations can be added and combined with the risk to reach a com-
plexity-risk-driven approach to prioritization. By complexity we refer to the complexity of 
onboarding a given account type as a use case to a PAM solution. Complexity may vary 
greatly, depending on many considerations such as whether accounts are AD-based, 
application access, operational requirements etc. 

A simple complexity-estimate of onboarding a given role based on the brackets: low, 
medium, and high, can be combined with a risk using a matrix. In the example shown in 
Table 3, a priority score of 9 is the highest priority. This approach would prioritize all high-
risk accounts above any medium or low risk account, but still adds priority of lower com-
plexity use cases within each risk bracket. This approach helps to achieve quick wins and 
carry over experience from the lower complexity use cases to assist in addressing higher 
complexity use cases by providing early feedback to the onboarding process. 

Priority Low 
complexity

Medium
complexity

High
complexity

High risk 9 8 7

Medium risk 6 5 4

Low risk 3 2 1

Table 3: Priority based on risk vs. complexity. 
9 is highest priority while 1 is the lowest priority.

Scoring complexity can be as tricky as scoring risk. At ICY, we rely on a combination of 
our experience and analyzing the use case against several questions that can help re-
veal complexity.
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Figure 3: Norm. distribution calculation based on the list of risk scores. Used to determine risk brackets based 
on thresholds. This provides a dynamic approach to always distribute the Account Types in scope evenly 
across the three brackets.
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR APPLICATION OF THE ARC 
FRAMEWORK

When using the ARC framework, we urge you to always involve as many relevant stake-
holders and SMEs as possible such as systems owners, end user representatives, red team 
and SIRT etc. Do not rely on the input of a single security architect to populate ARC with 
data. 

The first step is to identify account roles and types. If no such inventory exists, the first step 
should be to build a privileged account inventory and use that list as the rows in ARC. 

Work through each account role and score each role against the scoring  
factors in ARC. Base the scores on interviews with relevant stakeholders: SOC/SIEM emplo-
yees may provide useful information about threats and likelihood, security architects can 
provide input about the scope of influence and mitigating controls and the users/owners 
of a role can provide insight to the level of privileges of a role and the potential damage 
that a given user with that role can cause if compromised etc.
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7.0 SUMMARY

At ICY we use the ARC framework to drive PAM onboarding prioritization, especially on 
big projects with numerous account types. For onboarding prioritization, we enhance the 
analysis with complexity estimates to arrive at a risk-driven approach where we stack the 
use cases as efficiently as possible. We then facilitate workshops to design, implement 
and onboard each use case based on the assigned priority.

Once a use case is onboarded to the PAM solution, we will re-assess the risk of the use 
case using the ARC framework, but without addressing complexity. In this way we arrive 
at a residual risk: The re-assessment primarily detects changes to likelihood and lack of 
controls, however, from experience, we know that use cases are not always onboarded 
as-is but require some rework of their access model or prompting a review/clean-up of 
access rights, which may further reduce risk by reducing scope of influence or the level 
of privilege score. Furthermore, if we onboard local accounts, we are likely to lower the 
difficulty of recovery score by storing a copy of the passwords within the PAM database. 

In addition, because the ARC tool captures a snapshot of risk, re-evaluating risk is impor-
tant to accommodate a shifting threat landscape.

Finally, remember that there is no silver bullet: ARC cannot fully replace organizational risk 
frameworks and the quality of using tools such as ARC relies on the quality of the input. 

In summation, at ICY Security, we leverage ARC in conjunction with complexity estimates 
to create efficient onboarding prioritization and to create a transparent and risk-based 
approach to PAM projects where we can easily report and structure the project.
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